REBLAW 2018 WHEELCHAIR ACCESS INSTRUCTIONS
•

Bathroom Access
o The law school has accessible bathrooms in the basement and the second floor.
o To access the accessible bathroom in the basement, travel through the entryway
just to the right of the steps leading to the dining hall. After passing through the
entryway, you will see an elevator on the right. The “B” button will lead to the
basement, and the (star)1 button leads back to the first floor.
o To access the accessible bathrooms on the second floor, use the elevator
roughly across from the student lounge. Note that only the elevator farther to the
right (when facing the elevators from the hallway) is open to the general public.
Once in the elevator, the 2M button leads to the floor with the bathrooms, and
(star)1 leads back down to the first floor.

•

Dining Hall Access
o To access the dining hall without using stairs, use the ramp leading to the dining
hall. To access the ramp, traverse through the entryway just to the right of the
stairs leading to the dining hall. After proceeding straight, the entry to the ramp
will be on the left.

•

Classroom Access
o Every classroom in the law school is ADA accessible.
o To access room 124 without using steps, enter the courtyard and reenter the law
school using the entrance adjacent to the doors to room 124. Ask a volunteer for
help entering the gate.
o Besides room 124, individuals can enter the audience of any classroom without
the use of stairs. Ramps generally lead to the bottom of classrooms so that
classrooms are ADA accessible to professors and other individuals giving
presentations.

•

Library Access
o To access the library without stairs, use the elevator roughly across from the
student lounge. Note that only the elevator farther to the right (when facing the
elevators from the hallway) is open to the general public. Individuals can then
use the L3 elevator to access any other floor of the library.

•

Auditorium
o The balcony of the auditorium does not have space for wheelchairs.
o The lower level of the auditorium has two sections designated for people who
cannot fit into the auditorium chairs. On both the far left and far right side of the
auditorium, about halfway into the rows, there are empty spaces with larger
chairs and room for wheelchairs.

